Whereas adding a soft crystalline layer into metallic glasses can modify shear banding deformation and enhance plastic deformability, interface-related plastic behavior played a crucial role in the shear banding deformation of amorphous/crystalline nanolaminates (A/CNLs). In this work, the in uence of amorphous/crystalline interface (ACI) and grain boundary (GB) on the shear banding deformation of amorphous Cu 55(at%) Zr 45(at%) /crystalline Cu nanolaminates were systemically studied using molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. On one hand, ACIs with both [110] and [111] interfacial crystal orientations were constructed. Results showed that localized interfacial sliding initiate at [111] interfacial orientation at an extremely low stress, due mainly to abrupt compositional mixing at the ACI. On the other hand, GB either vertical or parallel to ACI were specially designed. Large numbers of pre-existing boundary dislocation activations along the vertical GB were shown to facilitate the shear banding formation of A/CNLs. In contrast, interfacial dislocation emission and dislocation slip transmission across the parallel GB postponed the shear banding formation. These results enable controlling shear banding deformation of A/CNLs and ensure their reliable application via nanoscale interfacial design.
Introduction
Amorphous alloys with extremely high strength and hardness have become one of the most promising engineering materials. However, their unique shear banding deformation led to poor plastic deformability, thus seriously limiting their practical applications. Inserting a soft crystalline phase into the amorphous phase was recently found to be an effective method to resolve this issue. Numerous experimental ndings [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] and molecular dynamics (MD) studies [8] [9] [10] had revealed a combination of high strength and good ductility in nanoscaled amorphous/crystalline nanolaminates (A/CNLs). The enhanced strength was attributed to both of the two constituent metallic layers 11) , and the better plastic deformability was induced from the easily strain-accommodated amorphous/crystalline interface (ACI).
The atomic structure and interfacial sliding behavior of ACI played decisive roles in the plastic deformation of A/ CNLs. The plastic deformation of A/CNLs was mainly determined by the deformation mechanisms of individual layers as well as the plastic transformation between them, especially the plastic transfer at ACI between dislocation activations in crystalline layers and shear transformation zones (STZs) in amorphous layers 4, 5) . Because of the unique microstructure and mechanical property of ACI, the plastic deformation mode could vary from localized shear banding deformation to homogeneous co-deformation. ACI possesses a moderate interfaical strength relative to the two constituent layers, which could bear the load and transfer shear strain between the two layers [12] [13] [14] . It had been demonstrated that crystalline oritentation greatly affects the interfacial behavior of Cu 50 Ta 50 /Ta A/CNLs, such as oritentation-dependent layering, crystallication, intermixing and composition segreation 15) . However, the important in uence of interfacial crystal oritentation on the shear banding deformation of A/ CNLs was rarely discussed, even for the extensively studied amorphous CuZr -crystalline Cu interface.
The shear banding deformation of A/CNLs was also closely linked to the microstructures of nanocrystalline layers. For example, shear bands (SBs) in CuZr/Cu A/CNLs were initialized in CuZr layers due to accumulated glide dislocations along CuZr-Cu interfaces, and then propagated into adjacent Cu layers via slips on (111) plane non-parallel to the interface 6, 16) . That is, due to crystallographic constraint of the Cu layers, SBs were approximately parallel to (111) plane in the Cu layer. Actually, nanocrystalline grains synthesized by magnetron sputtering typically grow with columnar morphology along the deposition growth direction 17, 18) , and contain highly distributed defects such as pre-storage dislocations, grain boundaries (GB) and nanoscale twin boundaries (TB) 6, [19] [20] [21] . GB planar defects consisting of a group of dislocations often play crucial roles in the mechanical behavior of nanocrystalline metals 22) . As a dislocation source in A/CNLs, GB may play an indispensable role in the formation and propagation of SBs. Relative to the general GB, TB was considered as a mechanically stable barrier to dislocation movement, and the twinning-related mechanism could lead to both strengthening and toughening materials via twin-dislocation interactions [23] [24] [25] [26] . In addition, shear localization along TBs under cyclic deformation without dislocation pile-up like the conventional GB was reported by Li et al. 27) Therefore, dislocation activations in nanocrystal layers associated with highly distributed GB and TB must affect signi cantly the plastic deformation of A/CNLs. However, existing studies on the plastic deforma-tion of A/CNLs used to consider the microstructure of crystalline layers as the boundary-free condition. To get a more precise control of the nanoscale interfacial design of A/ CNLs, shear banding deformation mechanisms related to crystal boundaries must be achieved.
In the current study, the plastic deformation behaviors of CuZr/Cu A/CNLs under pure shear were systematically studied using MD simulations, with special focus placed upon two issues. One is the interfacial oritentation-dependent shear banding deformation of A/CNLs. For this purpose, CuZr/Cu ACIs with different interfacial crystal orientations were constructured, with pure amorphous CuZr taken as reference. Another is the in uence of GB and TB within crystalline layers on the shear banding deformation of A/ CNLs. To this end, crystalline boundaries vertical and parallel to ACI were separately constructed.
Simulation Method
Large-scale Atomic/Molecular Massively Parallel Simulator (LAMMPS) 28) was used to perform MD simulations. Amorphous Cu 50 Zr 50 (subscript being the atomic volume fraction of each element) and amorphous Cu 50 Zr 50 / crystalline Cu/amorphous Cu 50 Zr 50 nanolaminated structures were constructed with periodic boundary conditions. Interaction between Cu and Zr atoms was described using an embedded atom method potential for CuZr alloy systems 29) . Pure amorphous Cu 50 Zr 50 model (labeled as amorphous CuZr) was built by melting at 2000 K and cooling down subsequently to 50 K at 0.01 K/ps. All the A/CNLs models comprised nanocrystalline Cu layer and amorphous CuZr layer, and the amorphous CuZr phase had the same cooling process as the pure amorphous model. The dimensions of all the simulated unit models were 20 × 20 × 6 nm 3 . The crystalline Cu layer and the amorphous CuZr layer were both 10 nm along the x-aixs, as shown in Fig. 1(a) . The A/CNLs models were designed with orientations of GB and TB in crystalline layers shown in Fig. 1(b) , either vertical or parallel to the ACI. Figs. 1(c) (d) (e) (f) were the xz in-plane structures (yellow plane in Fig. 1(a) ) of the four structural con gurations of A/CNLs models, labeled as A/ CNL+GB vertical , A/CNL+GB parallel , A/CNL+TB vertical and A/ CNL+TB parallel , respectively. For comparison, a A/CNL model without any boundaries in crystalline layer (labeled as A/CNL) was also constructed.
GB and TB within the A/CNLs were both constructed using the relative crystallographic rotation of two Cu grains. The crystallographic orientation of grain 1 (G1) was pre-set as [110] along the x-axis, [112] along the y-axis and [111] along the z-axis. For A/CNL+GB vertical and A/ CNL+TB vertical models, the other grain was obtained by anticlockwise tilting of G1 along the x-axis. For A/ CNL+GB parallel model, the right grain was obtained with anticlockwise tilting of G1 along the z-axis. To explore the inuence of interfacial crystal orientation on plastic deformation of A/CNLs, the [111] crystal orientation (namely the dislocation slip plane in FCC Cu) parallel to the ACI plane in A/CNL+TB parallel model was constructed. As a result, the interfacial crystal orientations of [110] and [111] could be compared in A/CNL model and A/CNL+TB parallel model, respectively. To ensure reliable misorientation angles and reasonable boundary energy of each boundary con guration, the GB energy (γ GB ) with each misorientation angle was systematically estimated by:
where E GB and N GB are the total energy and the number of atoms of crystalline layer in A/CNL models, respectively. E B , N B and e B are the total energy, the number of atoms, and the per-atomic energy in the simulation box of perfect crystalline Cu, respectively. A is the cross-sectional area of crystalline layer along z-direction. The lowest boundary energy (about 240 mJ/m 2 ) appeared when the anticlockwise misorientation angle was 109.4 , which was meant to be the coher- ent TB ( 3A). The boundary with a misorientation angle of 44 was selected to construct a general high-angle GB.
In the present study, all the simulated models were energetically relaxed to obtain the minimum systematic energy before plastic deformation was applied. Periodic boundary conditions were applied on each direction of the model. Nose-Hoover thermostat within the isenthalpic (NPT) ensemble was used to control the motion of atoms. Temperature was controlled as 50 K. Pure shear deformation was conducted at a constant engineering shear strain rate of 10 8 s
. Plastic deformation of each model was discerned using the software package OVITO 30) . Plastically deformed atoms were colored by atomic von Mises shear strain, η Mises i 31, 32) , which was proved to be an effective parameter to characterize locally deformed microstructures.
Results and Discussion

Shear banding behaviors of pure amorphous CuZr
Figure 2(a) displayed the stress versus strain curves of pure amorphous CuZr. The shear stress rst increased with the shear strain applied. Upon reaching the maximum shear stress τ max of 1.75 GPa, the plastic ow showed an obvious stress drop and stayed at a plateau afterwards. To better clarify the atomic structure evolution, the xz in-plane structures (as illustrated in the yellow plane of Fig. 1(a) ) were shown here instead of the 3D structures. It was seen from Figs. 2(b), (c) and (d) that large atomic strain was initially randomly assembled. Upon loading, several atomic clusters having the largest shear strain concentration were assembled along the maximum shear plane, eventually forming a locally narrow SB when the engineering shear strain reached 0.16, the same as in our previous study 13) . Figure 3 (a) presented the stress versus strain curves of the A/CNLs model without grain boundary as well as the A/ CNL+TB vertical model. Based on the mechanical characteristics of these stress versus strain curves, pure amorphous CuZr was seen to possess the highest shear strength, and the plastic deformation behaviors of A/CNL model and A/ CNL+TB vertical structures were similar. No stress drop appeared when the highest shear stress was approached and even strain hardening showed up when the shear strain exceeded about 0.2, which were quite different from the pure amorphous CuZr during deformation.
In uence of amorphous/crystalline interfaces on shear banding 3.2.1 Shear banding deformation versus homogeneous deformation
The numerically predicted plastic deformation behaviors of the A/CNL model with perfect crystal lattice were shown in Figs. 3(b) , (c) and (d). In these plots, the periodic boundary was duplicated along the x-direction to clarify the whole shear banding deformation of the A/CNL model and the A/ CNL+TB vertical model. Atomic strain concentrations were seen to rst appear at the ACI. This was mainly because atomic strain concentrations at the ACI were much easier than those within both the amorphous and crystalline layers inner, because of the different atomic structure of two constituent layers and the mismatch of elastic modulus at the ACI. Afterwards, the atomic strain of crystalline layers homogeneously increased while that of the amorphous layers increased heterogeneously, with large atomic strains gradually concentrated within a narrow band in the amorphous layer. When the engineering shear strain reached 0.2, a mature shear banding deformation happened in the amorphous CuZr layer.
The shear banding deformation of the A/CNL+TB vertical model was not shown here because, during the whole plastic deformation, it was very similar to that of the A/CNL without boundary model, which demonstrated that vertical TB in crystalline layers had negligible effect on shear banding deformation of A/CNLs. Nanotwinned metals typically exhibited three types of dislocation-mediated deformation mecha- nism: dislocation pile-up against and slip transfer across TB, Shockley partials gliding on TB leading to TB migration, and threading dislocations slip con ned by neighboring TB. These mechanisms were switchable upon changing the loading direction with respect to TB. Noting that in the present study the shear direction was parallel to the TB plane, the dominant deformation mechanism was supposed to be threading dislocations slip con ned by neighboring TB. However, because dislocation nucleation at the coherent TB was impossible and the amorphous layer would yield before the A/C interfacial dislocation emission, the crystalline layer with TB acted in a way similar to the perfect crystalline layer.
In uence of interfacial orientation on the plastic deformation of nanolaminates
The stress versus strain curves shown in Fig. 4(a) revealed that the A/CNL+TB parallel model had a shear strength much lower than that of pure amorphous CuZr. Plastic deformation snapshots displayed in Figs. 4(b) (c) (d) illustrated further that the shear banding deformation mainly happened along the ACI. At the early stage of plastic deformation, locally instable STZs in the amorphous layer at ACI were heterogeneously activated because the interfacial shear strength here was lower than that of the inner layer. With increasing load, atomic strain concentration at ACI gradually became severe and atomic plastic ow took place at both the amorphous side and the crystalline side. As a result, a SB spanning both the amorphous layer and the crystalline layer along ACI was formed even at a very small engineering shear strain (0.05). Subsquently, SB thickening expanding into both amorphous and crystalline layers occurred.
Upon comparing the interfacial crystal orientation of [110] and [111] in A/CNL and A/CNL+TB parallel , SB sliding was much easier to occur along [111] interface, leading to the much lower shear strength (about 0.9 GPa) of A/ CNL+TB parallel . The dependence of crystalline orientation on atomic structure and the plastic behavior of chemically heterogeneous ACIs have attracted considerable research interests and was recently studied by MD simulations 15, [33] [34] [35] . It was demonstrated that the orientation dependence in interfacial structures led to orientation dependence in interfacial energy, interfacial width, and diffusivity of atoms adjacent to the interface 35) . Furthermore, some speci c Voronoi polyhedrals at different ACI were shown to exist geometrically to facilitate geometrical transition between two distinct phases 15, 36) . We analyzed next the atomic structures parallel to the A/C interfacial plane of both [110] and [111] interfaces. Atomic plane slices of x = 4.8 nm, 5.0 nm and 5.2 nm were presented in Fig. 5(a) . Interfacial orientations relative to the Cu lattice [110] and [111] were analyzed in Figs. 5(b) and (c), respectively. For both interfacial orientations, the radical distribution function (RDF) showed an obvious transition from the long-range disorder to long-range order from the crystalline layer to amorphous layer. On the other hand, the RDF curves at x = 5.0 nm illustrated that the structural transition for [111] interfacial orientation was more abrupt than that for [110] . The atomic structures of the three plane slices at ACIs also showed different degrees of compositional mixing for [110] and [111] crystalline orientations. For [110] interface, more Zr atoms diffusion and lattice distortion could be seen at x = 5.0 nm, and some crystalline lattice arrangement even remained in the amorphous layer at x = 4.8 nm. For [111] interface, however, less compositional mixing was seen at the layer transition zone. Severe lattice mismatch between crystalline and amorphous layers increased the A/C interfacial energy, thus more convenient for interfacial sliding.
Due to the high energetic state and special geometric conguration of [111] interfacial orientation, localized interfacial sliding was very easy to initiate at a low shear stress, which should be avoided in practical application. Previously, micro-sliding bands with highly localized atomic shear strain formed at ACI had been studied and two formation mechanisms were proposed 13) : sliding via the growth of STZs at ACI and sliding due to the spreading of dislocation loop at ACI, which were mainly dominated by the thermodynamic treatments of model construction. That is, interfacial sliding rst began heterogeneously at some weaker sites induced by the formation of STZs on the amorphous side and at partial dislocations on the crystalline side near ACI, rather than homogeneously along the layer interface. Large atomic shear strain rapidly assembled at the layer interface, eventually inducing a quite early yielding via shear banding sliding along ACI. Subsequent thickening of SB on an amorphous layer was attributed to internal friction via micro-sliding bands swallowed the STZs inside the amorphous layers.
In uence of crystal boundaries on the shear band-
ing deformation of nanolaminates Shear banding in A/CNLs was formed via a combination of STZs activations and dislocation activations affected by crystal boundaries. Three kinds of boundaries were related to dislocation activities: the GB and TB in crystalline Cu interior, and the heterogeneous ACI. The coherent and stable TB with the lowest boundary energy were mechanically strong boundaries, and hence the corresponding critical resolved shear stress must be higher than both the GB and ACI. The stress versus strain curves of two A/CNL with GB structures displayed in Fig. 6 showed a moderately high shear strength in comparison with the pure amorphous CuZr and other laminated structures. When the shear strain exceeded about 0.2, the shear stress of A/CNLs+GB parallel was slightly higher than that of A/CNL+GB vertical . Another phenomenon was observed from these stress versus strain curves: larger strain bursts appeared in A/CNL+TB parallel , A/ CNLs+GB vertical and A/CNLs+GB parallel models, while smoother plastic ows occurred in pure amorphous CuZr, A/CNL without boundary and A/CNL+TB vertical models. Note that dislocation activation was an abrupt event, which would lead to series of large strain bursts in stress versus strain curves, while free volume or STZ activation was relatively smooth. For the models considered here, this magnitude discrepancy of strain bursts was mainly because the dominant plastic carriers during shear banding deformation were different.
Grain boundary dislocation induced shear banding formation
The plastic deformation snapshots of A/CNL+GB vertical were displayed in Figs. 7(a), (b) and (c), with FCC structure atoms in crystalline Cu layer deleted to clearly show the evolution of lattice defects. Changes in dislocation types and dislocation numbers during plastic deformation were presented in Fig. 7(d) . It was seen that Shockley partial dislocations 1/6<112> dominated the whole plastic deformation and, for each type of dislocation, the dislocation number remained constant as the engineering shear strain was increased. Therefore, how these dislocations sustained the plastic deformation by keeping their numbers unchanged needs to be explored next.
For the GB con guration considered here, a large number of defect structures was presented around the GB plane after the initial structure relaxation. At the initial stage of deformation, atomic shear strain accumulated in the vicinity of GB and ACI, due mainly to the high boundary energy and the large number of pre-existing dislocations at the vertical GB of A/CNL+GB vertical . Upon loading, the amount of GB ledges would energetically intensify interfacial atomic rearrangement in order to distribute the concentration stress. Based on the geometric condition 37) , interfacial dislocations would rstly emit from the triple junction of GB and ACI. Once lattice dislocations were initiated, they could move into grain interior or move along GB. However, because the disordered arrangement and high energetic state of GB would provide a favorable condition for dislocation sliding along GB, nearly all of the dislocation activities and defect structural evolutions were con ned within the GB affected zone. A large portion of plastic strain could be accommodated by local structure rearrangement at GB by changing the magnitude of Burgers vector of pre-existing interfacial dislocations. In such cases, rather than the Schmid factor, the geometric condition of boundary was the determining factor for plastic accommodation. As a result, interfacial atomic rearrangement at GB and dislocation sliding along GB dominated the plastic deformation of the crystalline layer. Meanwhile, atomic strain concentration in the amorphous layer locally accumulated at the junction of GB and ACI neighboring sites, which promoted shear localization in amorphous layers. Finally, the combination of dislocation activations along the GB and shear localization in the amorphous layer caused the formation of a crossover shear banding through the amorphous layer and the crystalline layers.
Dislocation traversing grain boundary delayed shear banding
For A/CNL+GB parallel model, Fig. 8 presented the plastic deformation snapshots and dislocation number variation for each dislocation type during plastic deformation. The number of dislocations showed a rapid increase at the shear strain of 0.1 and remained unchanged afterwards. Before the engineering shear strain exceeded 0.08, local atomic strain primarily accumulated at GB and ACI. As the strain reached 0.09, interfacial dislocation sliding in the right grain of Fig. 8(a) was activated from the ACI. Subsequently, it encountered the paralleled GB which acted as a dislocation wall, thus causing dislocation pile-ups on the way of dislocation motion. As the applied strain was further increased, slip plane in the left grain was activated when the required threshold shear stress was reached.
It should be noticed that, the large number of interfacial dislocation pile-ups caused part of the GB to twist and then transfer across it when the applied strain reached 0.16. It had been established that the interfacial dislocation emission-absorption process and GB twist were closely related. Upon shearing deformation, the energetically instable ACI would stir up a series of interfacial dislocation movements. Signi cant dislocation emissions and absorptions at GB could result in local destruction and discontinuity of GB structures 38, 39) . Once interfacial dislocations encountered the boundaries, they might be piled up or absorbed, giving rise to additional boundary sliding and migration processes 40, 41) . As a result, the local GB twist as shown in Fig. 8(b) was caused, which required a higher stress and larger plastic strain in stark contrast with the deformation mechanisms operating in A/CNL+GB vertical . With a large number of dislocations blocked at the GB and part of the GB twisted, slip transmission across the GB might happen. Slip transmission across a GB was mainly dependent on three steps, namely, dislocation climb along the boundary, dissociation and recombination of boundary defects, and nucleation of dislocation in adjoining layer. The dislocation climbing force stemmed mainly from the chemical force induced by unbalanced vacancy and the normal stress induced by applied force. When a new dislocation was nucleated at the adjoining side of GB, dislocation slip would transmit across the GB. Kacher et al. 42) reported that, as the applied strain was increased, dislocation sliding transmission might induce the activation of additional sliding systems or the emission of perfect dislocations (instead of partial dislocations). Besides, the energy barrier for slip transmission across GB and the energy needed to nucleate a dislocation from GB were found to be inversely proportional to the static GB energy 43) . After a large number of dislocation sliding transmissions, the strain concentration sites in the two neighboring amorphous layers were connected. As a result, a transverse SB formed across both the amorphous layer and the crystalline layer.
Although the plastic deformations of the two A/CNL structures with GB con guration both showed that the SBs propagated across both the amorphous layer and the crystalline layer, the formation of mature SB in A/CNL+GB vertical happened at the engineering shear strain of 0.09 while that in A/CNL+GB parallel model at 0.16, suggesting that A/ CNL+GB parallel was an harder con guration for SB deformation. That was mainly because the dislocation slip transmission across the parallel GB and the resulting local GB torsion postponed the shear banding formation.
Despite the results presented above, a large gap remains between the simulation ndings and experimental results because, in practice, the microstructures of crystalline layers are more complex than those assumed by the simulation models. For instance, plastic deformation of crystalline layers in A/CNLs was mainly controlled by dislocation nucleation in MD simulations but determined by dislocation propagation in experiments. Further, the uneven grain size distribution and in uence of neighboring grains on slip transmission would affect dislocation-boundary interactions in A/CNLs. Although shear banding formation sites were discussed in the present study based on different crystal boundaries in the crystalline layer, many interesting questions are left for further study. For example, the in uence of GB or TB inclined to ACI and subsequent dislocation-TB interactions on the strength and ductility of A/CNLs needs further investigation.
Conclusions
Interface-related plastic deformation of amorphous Cu 55(at%) Zr 45(at%) /crystalline Cu A/CNLs was investigated using MD simulation models. With prevalent microstructural defects in as-deposited crystalline layers of A/CNLs accounted for, the in uence of heterogeneous ACI and homogeneous GB and TB in crystalline Cu interior on the shear banding deformation of CuZr/Cu A/CNLs were systemically studied. It was found that interfacial crystal orientation had great in uence on the plastic deformation of A/CNLs, and the parallel ACI to dislocation slip plane was much easier to shear and hence should be avoided in practice. The coherent and structural stable TB was prone to induce shear banding localized in the mechanically softer ACI and the amorphous layer interior. The vertical GB in A/CNLs facilitated a transverse shear band across both the amorphous layer and the crystalline layer, assisted by a large number of dislocation activations at GB. Because of the pre-existing lattice defects at the vertical GB, shear banding propagation across both the amorphous and crystalline layers mostly emerged from the GB plane. On the contrary, dislocation slip transmission across the parallel GB and the resulting local GB torsion postponed the shear banding formation.
